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ABSTRACT: Recent research in Belizean historiography has improved our
understanding of twentieth-century colonial state relations and the transition to the
post-colonial authoritarian democratic state. Following a concise review of these
works, I draw on archival documents to examine the origins of the British state in
southern Belize. This analysis provides two principal findings. First, the earliest state
institutions were founded at the behest of colonists from the defeated Confederate
States to facilitate labor discipline over their workers. Once established, local state
officials sought to learn about and gain influence over Indigenous communities.
Second, the nascent colonial state was relatively authoritarian and inattentive to local
accumulation and social needs. Thus from its inception the state was organized around
race and class relations.
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A

s with most former British colonies, Belize’s state is a democratic constitutional monarchy.1
Yet to describe this state in such terms obscures as much as it reveals. This is not only
because the quality of democracy is questionable in a country where an oligarchy holds
a de facto monopoly on political-economic power and the masses are largely passive.2 There is
also a conceptual issue. To describe any state as a constitutional democracy is to emphasize its
formal, legal character and thereby deemphasize its inherently social and relational character.
As Belizeans know, there is a fine line between personal and political relations. Thus any
coherent explanation of the Belizean state requires historical-geographical analyses of social and
political life. As a contribution to this end, this paper provides the first attempt to examine the
origins of state institutions in southern Belize. I treat the Belizean state as the crystallization of
the prevailing ensemble of social relations. I argue that these social relations (ergo the state) are
fundamentally rooted in the colonial era and the type of capitalist society it engendered. To grasp
the contemporary state in southern Belize and its ongoing conflicts with Indigenous communities
over oil, timber, and other resources therefore requires taking account of these colonial origins.
To generalize, the historical literature on Belize’s state prior to the mid-1970s is distorted
by an Anglophilic tone and pro-colonial presuppositions. Consider, for instance, the preface to
the three volumes of archival documents edited by one of the colony’s governors, John Burdon.
Burdon writes that the history of the colony “reflects the utmost credit on the race of adventurers
to whom Great Britain owes her Colonial Empire. It brings out their daring, their tenacity, their
fundamental desire for and achievement of British law and order.”3 This narrative, it goes without
saying, marginalizes non-European perspectives. It is also geographically deterministic: in this
view, what distinguishes the history of Belize from that of other former British colonies is its
geography, particularly its resources and location in the western Caribbean and Central America.4
Such colonial historiography could only produce a self-justification for colonization, an alibi that
is teleological and Eurocentric.5 Belizean history is naturalized as a story of a territorial nationstate called forth from the land.
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Fortunately, over the past thirty years a critical literature has called into question the
earlier historiography. I will only briefly mention three scholars who have recast the making
of modern Belize by emphasizing the dialectic of colonial rule and popular struggles. O. Nigel
Bolland inaugurated the critical study of colonial British Honduras (as Belize was then known)
through a series of monographs on the history of colonialism.6 Cedric Grant wrote the foundational
history of the nationalist movement and formation of modern politics.7 And with two historical
monographs and a widely used history textbook, Assad Shoman—politician of the left and expert
on the Guatemalan claim—is arguably Belize’s most important living historian.8
Shoman also wrote an important (but rarely cited) analysis of the Belizean state.9
Applying Clive Thomas’ framework to Belize, Shoman argues that the distinctive features of its
“authoritarian democracy” are rooted in the colonial political economy of the nineteenth century.10
In this period, Belize had an “extreme monopolization of land ownership,” with the vast majority
of lands in the hands of a tiny oligarchy that ruled an economy “based almost exclusively on
the export of mahogany.”11 Underneath this ruling class were the masses, comprised of a small
urban proletariat and a much broader “working class and peasantry made up of the non-white
population.”12 Within this colonial society the role of the state was principally to maintain order
and facilitate the outward flow of unprocessed timber. The creation of institutions, which might
have counteracted the extractive character of British colonial capitalism, was retarded by the
persistent Spanish claim to the territory:
Because of the ambiguous state of sovereignty—with the British acknowledging
Spanish sovereignty but still fighting to maintain exclusive possession—the usual
state institutions were underdeveloped, with the powers held respectively by the
settlers and the colonial representatives in continuous conflict.13
I will return to these points (with which I agree), but pause here to note a geographical limitation
of the critical historiography. With few exceptions these studies focus on people and events in
Belize City, the largest city and headquarters of colonial government. This has left those of us
who seek to understand historical processes in the outlying districts (particularly rural areas)
with little material to work. Granted, Belize City was the locus of power and population, but
throughout the nineteenth century the majority lived elsewhere.14 None of the aforementioned
studies discuss the history of southern Belize (i.e. south of Dangriga). This paper complements
the critical historical literature empirically by providing the first account of the origins of the
colonial state in the Toledo District, the southernmost part of Belize. I also address one of this
literature’s theoretical lacunae by framing my study with Marxist state theory—work hitherto
absent, but which has a great deal to contribute.
As is well known, Marx never elaborated a coherent theory of the state, so Marxist accounts
of the state build upon Marx’s concepts, historical analyses, and method.15 These accounts are
distinguished from conventional schools of political theory (including those prevalent in most
studies of the Belizean state) by the general argument that the capitalist state is never a neutral
arbiter of economic or social conflict, but rather a cause and effect of the underlying structure of
capitalist social relations—which are inherently unequal. Within this rubric, multiple schools can
be discerned. Let us briefly consider two and their implications for Belizean historiography.
First, instrumentalists see the state as an instrument wielded by elite social classes in their
struggle to maintain power. This view could be drawn from Marx’s statement in The Communist
manifesto that “the Executive of the modern state is merely the organizing committee for the
collective interests of the bourgeoisie”: the “merely” is a problematic adverb, since capitalist states
do things which are positive for the proletariat (e.g., build schools).16 Consider too Sweezy’s claim
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that the state is “an instrument in the hands of the ruling class for enforcing and guaranteeing the
stability of the class structure itself.”17 This position is untenable. To begin, social class structures
are not perfectly stable. Moreover, this approach cannot account for the conflicts internal to the
state that cut across class boundaries, e.g., when the bourgeoisie is divided into distinct groups
that fight one another for state control. Thus, adherents of this approach tend to explain state
practices reductively, by reference to the corrupt motivations of individual leaders (a common
tendency in the analysis of Belizean state). Finally, powerful social groups in capitalist society
often seek to inhibit state action. If the state is indeed an instrument, it is not always employed by
capital: it is often blunted.
Another approach focuses on the ways that particular accumulation processes shape
the capitalist state’s form and structure. Capitalism is by its nature uneven, crisis-prone, and
wrought by conflict, and the state acts as one of the central means of assuaging capital’s often
contradictory and destructive tendencies. The state, in this view, reflects the concentration of
the balance of forces in capitalist society. Elites pursue their interests through the state—thereby
helping to sustain their elite positions as well as the accumulation processes that abut them—
under competitive conditions that evolve historically with no guarantees nor predetermined
path. As a class, capitalists in Belize compete with those of other countries and are commonly
divided into competing factions, each seeking to address the challenges facing the class in a
fashion that best suits its particular interest. Indeed since its inception as a class, the Belizean elite
has been both closely allied to and competitors with capitalists from other countries—particularly
England—who sought to shape the state in ways that contributed to the extraction of profit from
Belize. The alliances between competing groups of elites and their overseas backers around
specific class projects have often shaped specific intra-state and party rivalries. This approach,
often associated with the work of Nicos Poulantzas, is analytically rich but frequently difficult
to apply.18 One basic challenge is that, for any given point in time, it is difficult to pinpoint the
contours of Belize’s capitalist class and its specific political and economic interests. This is by no
means to deny the essentially class character of Belizean society, nor the existence of capitalist
elites. Rather it is to emphasize the complexity of class processes—which are always articulated
through other forms of identity, including race, religion, and gender—and to signal that insofar as
the state is a product of class conflict and intra-elite competition, it rarely operates as a clear-cut
instrument of bourgeois rule.19
Two conclusions follow. First, rather than treat the state simply as a pre-given thing, we
should see it as a stage of social conflict on which strategies for capital accumulation are forged
through inter- and intra-class competition. Second, we must historicize the various processes that
shape the state and society. By framing my inquiry in this way, I am drawing upon Bob Jessop’s
strategic-relational approach, an elaboration of Poulantzas’ theory. In Jessop’s approach, a given
capitalist state is studied as “a strategic terrain, as the crystallization of political strategies, and as
a specific form which offers structural privileges to some but not all kinds of political strategies.”20
This approach allows us to interpret the role of the Belizean state by examining the state as a
terrain of struggle for the formation of particular accumulation projects and the effect of the
essential political-economic relations of that society. Analytically, this approach points us toward
historical-geographical research into three intertwining phenomena: first, the political-economic
relations of production, exchange, and consumption21; second, the social relations that constitute
the state and its institutions; third, the mediation of the state and society through the contested
process of winning the active consent, or hegemony, of subaltern social groups.22 My focus here is
solely on the second aspect, particularly on the social relations of class and race.
Within this purview, a preliminary description of the Belizean state today would
emphasize that, although formally democratic, the state is substantively authoritarian. There is
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a marked dominance of the state over civil society (insofar as they can be separated) and social
movements (e.g. for labor and environmentalism). Social power is tightly concentrated among an
elite historically unified as much by race and geography as by class (though the three intersect).
Political power is centralized around the Prime Minister and his closest allies. Elections are
monopolized by two parties that mobilize through networks with strong social and familial ties.
Since the 1980s, when neoliberal economic policy became entrenched, these parties have only
rarely displayed any meaningful ideological differences. Clientalism and corruption are rife. The
form and nature of the state have not been seriously challenged since political independence in
1981.23
While this may provide an accurate and useful preliminary description, any attempt to
explain this political condition and its historical persistence would need to account for the distinct
social classes, institutions, and geographical variations that shape state-society relations in all
their particularity. For this, we will need a theoretically informed account of Belize’s political
economy, derived through geographically sensitive studies of state-society relations as they
have evolved through time. As yet, no such account exists for southern Belize for any period:
considerable spadework must still be done. This paper contributes to this broader project by
offering an account of the origins of the colonial state in southern Belize.
The Toledo District in colonial British Honduras
One of Belize’s leading historians, J.O. Palacio, has discerned 1872-1945 as “the climax of
colonialism in the history of Belize.”24 Speaking more roughly, capitalist relations—commodity
production, labor markets, and abutting state institutions—were quite weak in southern Belize
in the middle of the nineteenth century, but firmly in place by the end of the 1940s. The colonial
state in Belize during this period was comprised of an odd combination of social relations.25
State culture—as gauged by language, style, and administrative form—was thoroughly Britishimperial. The state’s structure was narrow and hierarchical, with no pretension of democracy.
At the top of the hierarchy was the governor, officially the local representative of the Crown:
hence the titular head of the government for most of this period was Queen Victoria (who ruled
1837-1901). The governor was appointed by the secretary of state for the colonies in London.
In British Honduras, most governors arrived with prior colonial and/or military experience in
British colonies in Africa and the Caribbean. While the governor was responsible for managing
the colony, most business was conducted by the colonial secretary, who responded to most of the
Minute Papers that passed through the Government House.26 Like commerce, political power
was spatially concentrated in the British zone of Belize City. Beyond the city, each district was
governed by the district commissioner (or “DC”) who served as magistrate, tax collector, customs
agent, and so on: the de facto local sovereign.
In remote Punta Gorda, the colonial headquarters in southern Belize after 1884, the
DC effectively served as the sole representative of the Crown. In 1882, the boundaries of the
Toledo District were defined and its first magistrate, Francis Orgill, appointed. The first district
commissioner, B. Travers, was appointed two years later. In four subsequent decades, all DCs were
British; an uneven transition to use of “local” staff—meaning Caribbean-born, upper-class Creole
men—started in the late 1920s.27 The first Belizean to serve as DC to Toledo was S.B. Vernon, a
Creole man elected chair of the Toledo Legislative Council in 1943. There were never any Maya
or Garifuna DCs.28 With brief exceptions, political leadership in Toledo has remained with the
Creole minority (including the Vernon family) down to the present day.29
Other key colonial institutions in the South were maintained by Europeans, though not
typically British. The churches and schools were administered by Jesuits, mainly from Ireland
and the US.30 The large forestry companies were financed and managed by a blend of German,
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British, and American capitalists. Agricultural colonists included Confederates from the US South,
Germans, and the Indigenous subaltern groups of southern Belize: the Maya and Garifuna.31 The
Garifuna, however, were not regarded as Indigenous by the colonial state, and the presence of the
Maya was either denied or ignored. Indeed the prevailing narrative in the colonial historiography
is that southern Belize was empty at the time of the British arrival. Consider Burdon, writing as
late as 1931:
There is no record of any indigenous Indian population and no reason to believe
that any such existed except far in the interior. There are traces of extensive Maya
Indian occupation—temples, wells, foundations, cultivation terraces—all over the
Colony, wherever the land is suitable for agriculture. But this occupation was long
before British Settlement. The almost complete disappearance of the once teeming
Maya population from these regions is one of the problems of Maya Archaeology.32
Apart from indicating the denial by the colonial state of the existence of the Indigenous peoples,
statements like this suggest how the displacing of the Maya in Belizean historiography works
through a discourse in which the Maya are troped as failed civilizers. The Maya were not regarded
as a proper “indigenous Indian population” because the British did not at this time recognize their
historical-geographical continuity. The British saw only the “traces” of “once teeming Maya”: a
residue of a lost civilization, a problem for science to explain.33
From the vantage of the present this is hard to grasp. How could the British colonial
government have no way to see the Maya people in their colony and recognize their Indigeneity?
One answer is that the British had practically no knowledge of the Maya and their lands—
particularly the interior of the southern portion of the colony—before the 1900s. Data on the
Maya communities accumulated after church leaders, state officials, and anthropologists wrote
about them (in that order). Apropos the state, consider two lines of evidence. First, there are
abundant statements in the archival records to the effect that the interior is largely unknown and
unvisited. In 1859, one colonial official wrote, e.g.:
The Southern portions of our territory have never been explored, and according to the
Crown Surveyor they contain inhabitants who…have never yet been seen by
European or creole.34
The Maya of Toledo were largely hidden from the state’s gaze until the end of the century. The
colonial state operated with a skeletal structure, and state officials practically never left Belize City
for the interior.35 Moreover, the Maya of Toledo lived in the most remote part of the colony and
although Maya people had lived there long before the 1890s, the British state had few engagements
with them.36 Reports by DCs from the Toledo District between the 1880s and 1930s suggest that
trips outside of the main settlements along the coast of southern Belize (Monkey River Town, the
Toledo Settlement, Punta Gorda, and Barranco) were rare and brief. Typically one or two of the
largest Maya villages were visited annually by the DC (e.g. in 1895, for the first time, a governor
visited San Antonio—then as now, the largest village).37 State officials would return every few
years with a small team, producing a report on community life and resources for London.38
The second line of evidence is cartographic.39 Maps drawn prior to 1900 typically describe
Toledo as “unexplored,” and topographic features are substantially misplaced (one common
feature is to show an unbroken line of mountains running from SW to NE). Consider the maps
from 1885 and 1891, i.e. the period when the first state institutions were founded (see Figures 1,
2). Both feature major topographical errors and label the district interior as “unexplored.”
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Figure 1. Map of the Colony of British Honduras (1885, Harrison & Sons). Source:
author’s collection. Note that the interior of the Toledo District is labelled “Mountainous
Unexplored Territory Query Inhabited.” The representation of the mountains is
inconsistent with local topography.
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Figure 2. Usher’s map (1891) showing private properties in southern Belize. Source: US National Archives,
Washington DC. Note that the interior of the Toledo District is marked ‘unexplored’. As in the 1885 map,
representation of the mountains of the mountains—drawn “As seen from Cayes” (the coast)—is inconsistent
with local topography.

But there were plenty of Indigenous people in southern Belize. Many Garifuna people
had settled in southern Belize by 1802 and another group arrived in 1832 (the event celebrated
by “settlement day”).40 And although their population declined due to Spanish reducciones and
slave raids, Maya people have lived in the area known today as southern Belize for thousands
of years.41 There is now an abundant literature documenting the presence of Maya people in the
interior of southern Belize prior to the 1880s; drawing from diverse sources, a group of scholars
have documented linguistic, archival, oral-historical, geographical, and other lines of evidence
indicating an unbroken history of Maya occupation of southern Belize.42 Yet this literature has
been imprecise about the historical geography of the earliest local British state institutions.
Hoffman’s study of the historical production of colonial territory is a landmark contribution in
this respect, but here too the treatment of southern Belize is relatively weak.43
“Masters and servants”: state and society in colonial Toledo
The ostensible reason for staffing a District Commissioner in the south was the “considerable
amount of smuggling” in the region, a practice that threatened the state’s territorial order: hence
the fixing of the district’s boundaries coincided with the appointment of a magistrate in 1882. But
archival evidence suggests that other dynamics were more fundamental.
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At the end of the US Civil War, some Confederates sought to colonize parts of Latin
America, from Mexico to Brazil, in the hope of maintaining their independence and their peculiar
institution.44 In 1868 a group of Confederates settled just north of Punta Gorda, at that time a
modest Garifuna village that produced a livelihood by fishing and farming.45 The Confederate
settlers purchased land from the colonial government and an investor named Phillip Toledo (for
whom their estate, and then the district, took its name).46 The Confederates hoped to build a tropical
agricultural colony, but after a cholera epidemic, most returned to Mississippi and Louisiana.47
The few who remained planted sugar estates, looking towards Punta Gorda as a source of labor
power. Yet they encountered difficulties attracting laborers from the Garifuna community, which
after hundreds of years of struggle against slavery and colonialism had secured a measure of
autonomy in their coastal settlement.48 Nor were Maya people living in rural villages drawn to
work for the Confederates. But without access to labor, the sugar estates would fail and with them
their colony.
The Confederates made a series of appeals to the colonial state for help with their “labor
problem.” The British state officials clearly regarded the Confederate settlers at Toledo as natural
allies, due to their race, language, and desire to build agricultural estates. In 1872, the state
facilitated the importation of laborers from India.49 Today the descendants of these laborers are
defined for the census as “East Indian”; the colloquial term used, without strong prejudicial
association, is “Coolie.” Yet even after importing low-wage laborers, the Confederate estate
owners were unsatisfied. They repeatedly turned to the colonial state, asking the governor to
deputize one of them as the local magistrate so that they could discipline their laborers with the
force of law.
The governor sympathized. In April 1882, he forwarded to London a letter written by the
settlers at Toledo, appending a letter summarizing the situation and expressing his support for
their cause:
[The settlers] are praying for the appointment of a paid District magistrate…At
present, [Toledo] is only visited once in three months by the Magistrate of the
Southern District [based in Stann Creek town] who remains there for a day or two.
Such visits are productive of good will but the presence of a resident Magistrate is
necessary if only for cases between masters and servants which can only be dealt with
by a paid magistrate…In the vicinity of this part of the Colony, new settlements
are being made, considerable acreage has been taken up. The people from the
Bay Islands [i.e. the Garifuna] are turning their attention thither and it is almost a
certainty that the population will more than double itself within this year.
The memorial was presented to me by a deputation specially sent, who represented
that labor is in such demand and wages so high, that the men employed are so
independent as to be almost beyond control—that if a dispute arises and cannot
be amicably settled, it has to wait the visit of the District Magistrate, perhaps, for a
period of nearly three months or the master has to proceed to the headquarters of
the District, procure a summons, return for the hearing of the case, and probably
expend a considerable sum in addition to the loss of time….And when this is done,
the servant, if dissatisfied with the result, will probably not return to his work
and will evade arrest by proceeding into the boundaries of Spanish Honduras or
Guatemala, which can be reached in a few hours.50
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Thus the Confederate colonists who wanted to create sugar plantations spurred the state to create
a district magistrate (subsequently commissioner) at Toledo. The first post was even offered to
one of the Confederates, James Hutchison, with the understanding that a British DC would be
appointed two years later. The Colonial Office was reassured that the revenue collected by the DC
“will more than repay the expense entailed.”51
Thanks to the surplus value produced by their agricultural laborers, by 1890 some of
the settlers had sufficient capital to expand into exporting mahogany—the mainstay of colonial
Belize—which generated sufficient wealth to allow a few to return to the US South with abundant
savings. The account of a geographer, Desmond Holdridge (1940), explains the transition:
The rancor of the settlers toward their homeland [i.e. the USA] had disappeared
by the third generation…[A] kind of get-rich-quick psychology grew up, it is
said, and men concentrated on making as much money as they possibly could
in order to return wealthy to the United States. This…accounts for the extension
of acreage beyond the point where it could be worked by the white settlers and
forced the employment of colored labor…and the unfortunate social result already
described…By 1910 the settlement was well on the way to extinction.52
So far as I can tell, the “unfortunate social result” to which Holdridge refers is that the Confederate
settlers were compelled to live in close proximity to Garifuna, Maya, and “Coolie” people.
Even with subsidies from the colonial government, the Toledo settlement was short-lived.
Prospering through the 1880s, it peaked in size and wealth around 1890 before falling into a
permanent decline. Even as their so-called “Coolie” laborers enriched their estates, the Confederates
complained about the lack of disciplined labor. The true limitations of the Confederate colony
lay in turbulent markets for unprocessed agricultural goods, the challenge of maintaining soil
fertility, and—if Holdridge’s account is correct—the settlers’ racism.53 The settlement effectively
collapsed around the turn of the century when cane yields declined during an international slump
in the price of sugar.54 A few Confederate families stayed on for several more decades, and as late
as 1916, the DC of Toledo reported that “the Sugar Industry at the Toledo Settlement…provided
work for a considerable number.”55 But by 1918 only a few descendants of six Confederate families
remained: together they managed twelve consolidated estates, averaging 530 acres; presumably
the relatively successful farmers purchased estates from emigrating, failed colonists. That year
the remaining families begged the state for money to build a sugar mill and a new road (as well
as an import tax on sugar). The state rejected these requests, ending the rich legacy of subsidies,
thus sealing the fate of the Toledo settlement.56
Though short-lived, the Toledo settlement transformed the landscape of southern Belize
in several ways. The estates, drawn up during a period of speculation on timber lands, were
subdivided into agricultural estates. The Confederate settlers’ failure to secure labor from the
Indigenous communities led to the importing of East Indian laborers whose descendants still
make a livelihood on the lands purchased by the Confederates. Although the crops have changed,
the region remains marked by certain landscape features laid down in the 1870s: unusually long,
straight property lines, extending due North and South, perpendicular to the road from the sea
at Cattle Landing. The East Indian families who inhabited parts of the formerly Confederate
estates could not afford to purchase the land outright were locked into leasing relationships that
maintained an outward flow of capital. Today this region, known as “Rancho,” is among the
poorest in Belize.
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Administering colonial Toledo
Let us briefly consider the material qualities of the early colonial state relations in southern
Belize. We have already seen that these were slow to crystallize, even in rudimentary form. In 1895
Punta Gorda—at the time one of several Garifuna villages located along the southern coastline—
was declared a town and made district capital: henceforth the DC and the Toledo District Board
(also founded 1895) kept offices there. Elementary state institutions followed slowly, each DC
requesting resources to expand his capacities. In 1896 the hospital was established, followed by
telephone contact with Belize City in 1905.57 State agents always remained few: as late as 1903,
only 94 civil servants administered the entire government, with about two in the South.58 Belize
was considered to be among the most unhealthy and remote of the British colonies, and the South
had an especially poor reputation. The first magistrate of Toledo fell ill and died shortly after his
appointment; upon receiving the news, London replied that his replacement could not expect to
have “a very good life.”59 Hence the DC-of-Toledo position attracted inexperienced candidates.
The district was not so much forgotten as avoided. All this contributed to weak state institutions.
The political economy of the South in this era exhibited a blend of capitalist and
precapitalist social relations. Maya, Garifuna, and East Indian households built their own homes
and produced most of their own food through agriculture, fishing, and hunting; to generate money
needed to pay land taxes and purchase imported commodities (clothing, soap, and foodstuffs)
they sold surpluses, particularly in the form of pigs exported to Puerto Barrios or Belize City. The
sale of labor power was informal and occasional, purchased by firms exporting forest products,
particularly timber and chicle. The colonial state collected little revenue from the export of these
products; what little investment and accumulation occurred in the colony was concentrated in
Belize City. As Bolland memorably noted, “until the middle of the nineteenth century the British
settlement at Belize resembled little more than a trading post attached to a massive timber
reserve.”60 This was particularly true in southern Belize, where the local state never effectively
taxed land and consistently ran deficits, even during periods of economic growth. The local state
made no pretense of offering democratic representation or providing services for social welfare.
Medical care was largely traditional; education, such as it existed, was organized by the church.
An 1883 letter to London written by Lt. Governor Harley reveals something of the state’s
capacity in the South. His report is worth citing at length because it provides the fullest description
of southern Belize and its early state institutions from a colonial official in this era. It also gives
a sense of the attention given to racial depiction of the (relatively little known) subjects Harley
encountered and employed:
I paid a visit to the Southern part of the Colony…with the express purpose of
visiting the Settlement of Punta Gorda, to which a Magistrate has recently been
appointed. This settlement has hitherto not received much attention at the hands
of the Government, but it occupies an important position on our boundary…
Punta Gorda is a settlement of Caribs, numbering about six hundred, and I am
sorry to say without much industry, however, little has been done for them and
they continue to live in a state of primitive simplicity, satisfied with cultivating the
small patches of Crown Land which they rent from the Government in yams &c,
and corn, which with the fish they can supply themselves with daily is all they
require. When they want money they will work on some of the adjacent Estates
[i.e. the Toledo settlement] until they have earned sufficient to pay their rent and
taxes, and buy a few yards of cloth…
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I had received reports that the Magistrate was living in a hut which consisted of
one room, which had to serve the purposes of living, sleeping, and administering
justice. I decided to enquire for myself into the facts of the case. I found all that had
been imparted to me but too true. I took the Colonial Engineer with me, as I had
in view not only reporting on the accommodation provided for the Magistrate,
but that for the Police and Prisoners. Nothing could be worse…I have made
arrangement also for the suitable lodgment of the Magistrate and his Court close to
the Police Station, in premises for sale in a short time, which the Colonial Engineer
reports as being very suitable, and which will cost considerably less than having
to build a house….61
The colonial engineer suggested that the government purchase the buildings that subsequently
became the courthouse and DC’s headquarters.62 The Colonial Office replied by approving “the
action you have taken with respect to quarters for the District magistrate,” but construction
of state buildings was slow. Almost two years later, Governor Goldsworthy visited the same
area and found that “except the Magistrate’s House at Punta Gorda and the Police Stations at
[Dangriga and Monkey River] there are no public buildings [South of Dangriga] and as to public
roads except in the villages themselves they do not exist.” He then describes Punta Gorda and the
Toledo settlement:
Punta Gorda, the next village of any size, lies at almost the Southern limit of the
Colony—it has a population of about 500 nearly all of whom are Caribs. The
village is picturesquely situated on the sea coast…There is a Magistrate’s House
and Police Station—the former recently built and the latter in a terrible…condition,
a sum has however been placed on the estimate for a Court House and a Police
Station combined. During my visit, by heading a subscription, sufficient funds
were obtained for building a school house, & it is now in course of construction—
Hitherto there existed no means of educating the children.63
Goldsworthy’s report was written in 1884. Remarkably, the state buildings called for were not
completed until 1916:
The Court House, Offices, and other official buildings connected there-with at
Punta Gorda were completed [in 1916], with the exception of fencing the land
upon which they stand, this will I understand be erected at an early date. A new
Flag and Light Staff was erected at Punta Gorda, and various repairs done to the
Public Hospital and Assistant Medical Officers Quarters.64
Essentially no further investment was made by the colonial government in public buildings
before the beginning of “self-government” in 1964. At Independence in 1981 there were still no
public buildings south of Dangriga worth mention. The former DC headquarters in Punta Gorda
was razed in 2006 after decades of decay and disrepair; the old post office and courthouse were
badly damaged by fire in 2013. There were no campaigns to resurrect these colonial buildings as
historical monuments and their degradation produced no discernable expressions of nostalgia.
They comprise, after all, only the ruins of an unmemorable state.
Conclusions
To conclude I will summarize two key arguments that follow from this analysis. The first
is that state was organized from the outset around class and race relations. One anthropologist
writes that Toledo appears as if “God had shaken the earth and everything that did not fit into
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some space had spilled into this small pocket…Down the front of God’s lacy apron they slid…
They shook themselves, these creatures who had no other residence…and decided to make the
best of things.”65 The metaphor is too clever. For if anything played the part of God in this story,
it was the British Empire. The Garifuna came to southern Belize as war refugees, hounded by fear
of enslavement; the Maya were in southern Belize long before European contact, but faced waves
of dispossession until the Q’eqchi’ and Mopan resettled ancestral homelands; the East Indians
were brought as indentured laborers to work for Confederates. The British claimed the territory
principally for commercial advantage in timber exports. Their earliest state institutions were
founded at the behest of the Confederates to discipline their would-be “servants.” The Indigenous
Maya and Garifuna always far outnumbered the Confederates, but the latter alone received the
state’s attention and assistance. By the end of the nineteenth century the Confederate colony
was in permanent decline, and the state’s attention shifted to securing hegemony and finding
opportunities to generate exports from the South.66 An implicit racial hierarchy—Europeans on
top (with the British in charge), Creoles in the middle, the East Indians, Garifuna, and Maya on
bottom—was inscribed into and reproduced by the state.
The second conclusion is that the fundamental, problematical characteristics of the postcolonial state in southern Belize were present from the late-nineteenth century. The palpable
weakness of state institutions of contemporary southern Belize was in evidence more than a
century ago. The paucity of public institutions, the emphasis on labor discipline and law-andorder, the brevity of terms by officials (and their limited spatial movement) are symptomatic of
the state’s basic incapacity to promote social welfare or to discipline capital. And yet this small
state, backed by the authority of the British Empire, organized through authoritarian institutions,
was sufficient to secure a new social order and facilitate the extraction and export of primary
commodities. In sum, the history of early state formation in southern Belize is a story of the
consolidation of a marginal colony with a capitalist economy under British hegemony. The
general pattern reveals what Bob Jessop describes as “the relative subordination of an entire
social order to the logic and reproduction requirements of capital accumulation.”67 The social
order in southern Belize remains so subordinated today. Hence it was not necessary to save the
old colonial buildings. Their legacy is embedded in the social relations living out around them.
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